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7�UNL\H·GH�ELU�HùLWLP�YH�PHVOHN�GDO×�RODUDN�NHQGLQH�KHQ�]�SURIHV\RQHO�ELU�Dù�\DUDWDPD��
P×ü��VRQ�\×OODUGD�LVH�DGHWD�ELU�¶PRGD·�KDOLQH�JHOHQ�N�UDW|UO�N��7'.·GD��¶0�]H��N�W�S��
KDQH��VHUJL��KD\YDQDW�EDKoHVL�YE�·QL�\|QHWHQ��HWNLQOLNOHULQL�G�]HQOH\HQ�\HWNLOL�NLPVH·�
RODUDN�WDQ×PODQPDNWDG×U��7�UNL\H·QLQ�����·OL�\×OODUGD�WDQ×üW×ù×�EX�WHULP����·ODUOD�EHUDEHU�
IDUNO×�LüOHYOHUGHNL�VDQDW�SODWIRUPODU×QGD�SURMH���VHUJLOHU��WHPDODU��PHNkQODU��VSRQVRUODU�
�]HULQGHQ�KDUHNHWOH�LOHUOHPH\H�EDüODP×ü�DQFDN�J�Q�P�]GH�QHUHGH\VH�DID]L\H�XùUDP×üW×U�

.�UDW|UOHU�WDUDI×QGDQ�VLP�ODV\RQX�\DS×ODQ�ILNLUOHU��VDQDWo×ODUD��UHWLP�PHWRGODU×�|QHUHQ��
HVHUOHUL�WDPDPHQ�WLFDUL�ELU�PHWD�RODUDN�ELUOHüWLUHQ�YH\D�D\×UDQ��IHOVHIL�YH�VRV\RORMLN�
WHPHOOHQGLUPHOHUGHQ�DU×QDQ�NLüLQLQ�V�EMHNWLI�YH�GLUHNWLI�\DQODU×Q×�ELOHPHNWH��'ROD\×V×\OD�
V�UHNOLOLN�DU]�HGHFHN�üHNLOGH�YDU�RODQ�WDULKVHO�ROJXODUOD�EHVOHQHQ��ROJXODU×�|QHP�YH�LüOHY�
ND\E×QD�XùUDWDQ��HOHüWLUL�ROPDNV×]×Q�LoHULN�EHWLPOH\HQ��VDQDWo×�LOH�NLWOH�DUDV×QGDNL�\HULQL�
ND\EHWPLü�¶FDQDYDUODUOD·�NDUü×�NDUü×\D\×]��%X�QRNWDGD�WDQ×PODUGDQ�]L\DGH�VDQDWo×\OD�
N�UDW|U�DUDV×QGDNL�LOLüNL\L�\HQLGHQ�\DS×ODQG×UDQ��VDQDWo×ODU×Q�N�UDW|U�KDNN×QGDNL�DOJ×V×Q×�
o|]�POH\HQ�´.�UDW|U�'HQHQ�&DQDYDUµ�VHUJLVL��UHVLP��KH\NHO��YLGHR�DUW�YH�SHUIRUPDQV�
VDQDW×Q×Q�\HU�DOG×ù×�GLVLSOLQOHU�DUDV×�ELU�WXWXPOD�KHU�DODQGD�ELU�´L\LOHüWLUPHµ�\ROX�L]OL\RU�
YH�VRUX\RU�¬.LP�EX�N�UDW|U�GHQHQ�FDQDYDU"

dDùGDü�VDQDW×Q�����·LQGH�KHU�üH\�K×]OD�DQODP�YH�LüOHYOHULQGHQ�V×\U×O×S�W�NHWLP�PHWDV×QD�
G|Q�ü�UNHQ��NLPOLNOHUL�GH�D\Q×�RUDQGD�¶PRGDODüW×UPDN·��EX�NDYUDPODU×Q�X]XQ�G|QHPGH�
\×N×PD�XùUDPDV×QD�VHEHS�RODFDNW×U��%X�QRNWDGD������·OHUOH�EHUDEHU�7�UNL\H�oDùGDü�VDQDW�
SL\DVDV×QD�JLUHQ�N�UDW|U�NLPOLùL�VRQ�\×OODUGD�DGHWD�ELU�|Q�V×IDWD�G|Q�üHUHN��GLNWH�HGLOHQ�
ELUWDN×P�ILNLU�OHU��]HULQGHQ�VDQDWo×ODUGDQ�URO�oDOPD\D�EDüODP×üW×U��%X�NDSVDPGD�N�UDW|U��
O�ù�Q��\DSW×ù×P�´.�UDW|U�'HQHQ�&DQDYDUµ�VHUJLVL��¶N�UDW|U�Q�NLP�ROGXùXQX·�VRUJXOD�
PDNWDQ�]L\DGH�EDüWD�VDQDWo×ODU�ROPDN��]HUH�URO�Q��oDOG×ù×�GLùHU�NLPOLNOHUH�\HUOHULQL�JHUL�
YHULU�YH�EX�]LQFLUL�EDùODQW×O×�ROGXùX�KHU�DODQ�LoLQ�\HQLGHQ�\DS×ODQG×UPD\D��L\LOHüWLUPH\H�
oDO×ü×U��2�QHGHQOH�VHUJLOHQHQ�HVHUOHU�JHQHO�JHoHU�DOJ×GDQ�SHULIHUL\H�GRùUX��|]J�U�ELU�
\DUDW×P×Q�LIDGHVL�RODUDN�RUWD\D�o×NP×ü��EX�VRUJXODPD\×�JHUoHN�DQODPGD�EDüDUP×üW×U�

The curatorship which have not been able to create a professional network for its own as a 
field of profession and education in Turkey and have become simply a 'fashionable' in 
recent years, is described as 'The authorized person who organizes events and manages 
the Museum, Library, Exhibition etc in Turkish Language Society. This term, acquainted in 
the 1980s Turkey, started to progress through the projects, exhibitions, themes, sponsors in 
art platforms of different functions with the 90s but today it almost lost its function. 

The ideas that are simulated by curators, give an edge to the subjective and directive sides 
of a person who suggests manufacturing method to the artists, completely distinguishes art 
works as a merchandise, is free of philosophical and sociological justifications. Conse-
quently, we are facing with 'monsters' that lost its place between the artist and the crowd, 
describe content without criticism,  that are fed by historical facts which continuously 
exist, subject the facts to loss of function and importance. At this point, the ''Monster 
called Curator '' exhibition that reconstructs the relationship between the curator and 
artist rather than these descriptions, analyzes the perception of the artists about the 
curator, follows a path of enhancement in every field with an interdisciplinary approach 
that involves painting, sculpture, video art and performing arts and asks; Who is this 
monster called curator? 

While in the contemporary art of 2015 everything transforms into a consumption meta 
eluding its sense and function and making the identities 'fashionable' as evenly will cause 
these concepts a destruction in the long term. Herein, the term Curator that breaks into the 
contemporary art market of Turkey in the 1980s, turned into an forename in recent years 
and began to steal roles from the artists through a set of ideas that are dictated. Within this 
scope, the exhibition that I curate gives the other identities whose roles are stolen, notably 
the artists, their place back rather than questioning 'who the curator is' and tries to 
reconstitute and enhance this chain for the every related field. Therefore, the works that 
have been displayed shaped from a common perspective to periphery as the expression of 
an independent creation and succeeded this questioning in real terms.
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BURAK ATA

'|QHPLQ�VDQDW�NULWLNoLOHUL�YH�RQODU×Q�\|QOHQGLUGLùL�KDON�WDUDI×QGDQ�UHVLPOHUL�DüDù×ODQDQ�
YH�GHYOHU�OLJL��6DORQ�6HUJLOHUL�QH�NDEXO�HGLOPH\HQ�VDQDWo×ODU��6DORQ�GHV�5HIXVpV
WH�
�5HGGHGLOHQOHU�6DORQX��\HQLOJL\L�NDEXO�HGHPH\HQ�P×]P×]�oRFXNODU�JLELOHU�P×]P×]�UHVLP��
OHUL\OH��.HQGL�NHQGLQL�VRUJX\D�oHNHQ��V×N×üW×UDQ�YH�DOG×ù×�FHYDSODUGDQ�KLo�ELU�]DPDQ�
WDWPLQ�ROPD\DQ�%HQ�GH�P×]P×]�ILNLUOHULPH�YH�|WHOHGLùLP�|QHUPHOHULPH�1DSRO\RQYDUL�ELU�
DGDOHW�G�UW�V�\OH�NHQGL��5HGGHGLOHQOHU�6DORQX�PX�Do×\RUXP��hUHWLP�GLVLSOLQLP�LoLQGH�
D\U×N�GXUDQ�LIDGH�ELoLPOHULQH�6DORQ�6HUJLOHUL
QGH�LüOHUL�VHUJLOHQHQ�VDQDWo×ODU×�VROOD\×S�
J�Q�P�]H�LVLPOHULQL�E×UDNDQ�HPSUHV\RQLVWOHUH�WDQ×QG×ù×�JLEL�NHQGLOHULQL�NDQ×WODPD�üDQV×�
WDQ×\RUXP��6DORQXPX�

.�UDW|U�'HQHQ�&DQDYDU

�VHUJLVLQH�WDü×\RUXP��6HUJLGH��EX�VDORQD�
EHQLP�G×ü×PGD�HY�VDKLSOLùL�\DSDQ�ELUL�GDKD�YDU��FDQDYDU×Q�WD�NHQGLVL��5HVLPOHULPH�P�GD��
KLO�ROX\RU��DV×\RU��\RUXPOX\RU��.HQGL�NHQGLPL�VRUJXOD\Dü×P�YH�N�UDW|U�Q�N�UDW|UO�ù��
LUGHOH\LüL�LoLoH�JHoLS�\HQL�ELU�DQODP�E�W�QO�ù��ROXüWXUX\RU�

The artists who had been rejected to the Salon exhibitions of the giants league, whose 
paintings were insulted by the art critics at the time and the public that was diverted by 
them, are just like grouchy children who cannot admit the defeat, with their grouchy 
paintings in the Salon des Refusps. I'm, as a person who questions oneself  and never 
satisfied with the answers, opening my own Salon des Refusps with a Napoleonic urge of 
justice for my grouchy ideas and suggestions that I postpone. Within my discipline of 
production, I give the individual explanandum a chance to prove themselves just like 
those impressionists who had the chance to overtake the artists whose work were displayed 
in the Salon exhibitions, and made a name for oneself into the present. I move my Salon 
to the 'The Monster Called Curator' exhibition. There is another person that hosts this 
salon in this exhibition except me; the monster itself.  It takes part in my paintings, hangs 
them, interprets them. My own questioning and the examining the curatorship of the 
curator merges and it creates a new content integrity.

''The Eye of the Curator '' focuses on a field that covers actions such as one of our most 
basic senses like sight and accordingly the selection, preference, decision making and 
editing of the consciousness. It can be seen that in this day and time the eye as the govern 
ment and power source, is a dominant sense tool in every field. This inclusive and strati- 
fied sensorial speciality powers in the dynamics of art and art world as well. Especially 
those people and institutions who create spaces for themselves through theoretic and 
rhetoric and filling these spaces, structures and shapes the world of art. In this sense, it 
can be observed that the artists also are at the hands of these institutional and individual 
powers. Because the eye who chooses, looks, builds and decides, structures the field via 
certain exhibitions and events. Even though this situation is positive or negative or even 
unintentional, it turned into a mechanism that runs systematically through professional 
tendencies like curatorship, art direction etc. With these characteristics, it can be thought 
that the eye is the ultimate indicator of the consciousness that is determiner and decision 
maker as a tool of government. In the work called 'The eye of the Curator', you come 
across with a big red neon eye image too. This eye positions itself to the exhibition place 
like a legend of the Middle Earth that observes, watches and sometimes frightens, 
sometimes worshiped, and makes a reference to its own government. 

´.�UDW|U�Q�*|]�µ�DGO×�oDO×üPD�HQ�WHPHO�GX\XODU×P×]GDQ�RODQ�J|UPH�EHFHULVL�YH�EXQD�
EDùO×�ELOLQFLQ�VHoPH��WHUFLK�\DSPD��NDUDU�YHUPH�YH�NXUJXODPD�JLEL�H\OHPOHULQL�NDSVD\DQ�
ELU�DODQD�RGDNODQ×U��*�Q�P�]GH�GH�J|]�Q�LNWLGDU���J�o��VDùOD\DQ�ELU�DUDo�RODUDN�KHU�
DODQGD�EDVN×Q�ELU�GX\X�DUDF×�ROGXùX�J|U�OHELOLU��%X�NDSVD\×F×�YH�NDWPDQO×�GX\XVDO�|]HOOLN��
VDQDW�YH�VDQDW�G�Q\DV×Q×Q�GLQDPLNOHULQGH�GH�ELU�HUN�YH�LNWLGDU�VDùODPDNWDG×U��g]HOOLNOH�
WHRULN�YH�UHWRULN��]HULQGHQ�NHQGLQH�DODQODU�DoDQ�YH�EX�DODQODU×�GROGXUDQ�NLüL�YH�NXUXPODU��
VDQDW�G�Q\DV×Q×�\DS×ODQG×U×U�YH�\|QOHQGLULUOHU��%X�DQODPGD�VDQDWo×ODU×Q�GD�EX�NXUXPVDO�YH�
ELUH\VHO�HUNOHULQ�LNWLGDU×�DOW×QD�JLUGLùL�J|U�OHELOLU��d�QN��VHoHQ��EDNDQ��NXUJXOD\DQ�YH�
NDUDU�YHUHQ�J|]��EHOOL�VHUJLOHU�YH�HWNLQOLNOHU��]HULQGHQ�DODQ×�\DS×ODQG×U×UODU��%X�GXUXP�
ROXPOX�\D�GD�ROXPVX]��YH�KDWWD�LVWHPVL]�GH�ROVD�N�UDW|UO�N��VDQDW�\|QHWLPL�YE��PHVOHNL�
\|QHOLPOHU��]HULQGHQ�VLVWHPDWLN�YH�SURJUDPO×�LüOH\HQ�ELU�PHNDQL]PD\D�G|Q�üP�üW�U��%X�
|]HOOLNOHUL\OH�J|]�Q�ELU�LNWLGDU�DUDF×�RODUDN�EHOLUOH\LFL��NDUDU�YHULFL�ELOLQFLQ�HQ�|QHPOL�
J|VWHUJHVL�ROGXùX�G�ü�Q�OHELOLU��´.�UDW|U�Q�*|]�µ�DGO×�oDO×üPDGD�GD�E�\�N�N×UP×]×�
UHQNOL�ELU�QHRQ�J|]�LPJHVL�LOH�NDUü×ODü×UV×Q×]���%X�J|]��J|]HWOH\HQ��L]OH\HQ��]DPDQ�]DPDQ�
NRUNXWDQ��]DPDQ�]DPDQ�WDS×Q×ODQ�ELU�RUWD�G�Q\D�HIVDQHVL�JLEL�VHUJL�PHNDQ×QD�NRQXPODQ×U�
YH�NHQGL�LNWLGDU×QD�J|QGHUPH�\DSDU�
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%LOLQGLùL��]HUH�����
LQ�VRQEDKDU×QGD�G�]HQOHQHFHN�����úVWDQEXO�%LHQDOL
QLQ�KD]×UODQPD��
V×Q×��VWOHQHQ�&DURO\Q�&KULVWRY�%DNDUJLHY��JHoWLùLPL]�D\ODUGD��¶N�UDW|U
�V×IDW×Q×�NXOODQ�
PDPD�NDUDU×�DOG×ù×Q×�GX\XUGX��%L]GH�LVH�VRQ�\×OODUGD��ELU�N�UDW|U�IXU\DV×G×U�JLGL\RU��
6HUEHVW�N�UDW|UOHULQ�KDULFLQGH��ELUoRN�VDQDWo×�ELOH�N�UDW|UO�N�LüLQH�VR\XQGX��'ROD\×V×\OD�
¶.�UDW|U
�V×IDW×��VDQDW�FDPLDV×Q×�ID]ODV×\OD�PHüJXO�HGHQ�ELU�NDYUDP�ROGX��g]HOOLNOH�
�ONHPL]GH�NHQGLOHULQL�VDQDW×Q�EDü�DNW|UOHUL�]DQQHGHQ�N�UDW|UOHU���EXUDGD�LüLQL�JHUoHNWHQ�
L\L�\DSDQ�ND\\XPODU×�WHQ]LK�HGL\RUXP��VHUJL�WHPDODU×Q×��VDQDWo×ODU×�YH�HVHUOHUL�
EHOLUOHUNHQ��E�\�N�J�U�OW�OHUH�QHGHQ�RODQ�ELU�V�UHFLQ�EDü×QGD�\HU�DO×\RUODU��$\U×FD�EX�
´N�UDW|U�GHQHQ�FDQDYDU×Qµ�VDQDWo×ODU×�EHOLUOHUNHQ�ND\×UJDQ�WDY×UODU×�GLNNDWLPL]GHQ�
NDoPDPDNWDG×U��%X�EDùODPGD�ED]×�NXUXPODU�WDUDI×QGDQ�GD�N�UDW|UO�N��QYDQ×�YHULOHQ�
ED]×�üDKVL\HWOHU��NHQGLOHULQH�J|UH�ELU�LNWLGDU�NXUXS��oRN�Do×N�ELU�üHNLOGH�JHQo�NXüDù×Q�
VDQDW��UHWLPLQL�GH�HWNLOHPHNWHGLUOHU��%X�LNWLGDU×�KHU�GDLP�HOGH�WXWPD�UXKX��VDGHFH�JHQo�
NXüDù×Q�VDQDW�DQOD\×ü×Q×�\|QOHQGLUPHNOH�NDOPD\×S���ONHQLQ�GHùLüHQ�HNRQRPLN�YH�SROLWLN�
üDUWODU×QD�J|UH��NXUXPXQ�VDQDW�DQOD\×üODU×Q×�GD�HWNL�DOW×QD�DODELOPHNWHGLUOHU��(OEHWWH�
EXUDGD�NL�FDQDYDU�N�UDW|U�VHU]HQLüLP�VDGHFH�NXUXPODUD�EDùO×�oDO×üDQ�¶N�UDW|UOHU·�LoLQ�
GHùLO��¶VHUEHVW�N�UDW|UOHU·�YH�¶VDQDWo×�N�UDW|UOHU·�LoLQ�GH�JHoHUOL��%X�NDSVDPGD�N�UDW|UO�N�
V×IDW×Q×Q�EX�NDGDU�WDUW×ü×OG×ù×�EX�G|QHPGH��6L\DK�%H\D]�6DQDW�*DOHULVL·QGH�JHUoHNOHüHFHN 
RODQ�´.�UDW|U�'HQHQ�&DQDYDUµ�NRQVHSWOL�VHUJL��VRQ�GHUHFH�PDQLGDU�DN×OO×FD�ELU�\DNODü×P�
G×U��6HUJLQLQ�N�UDW|UO�ù�Q��\DSDQ�6HQHP�dDùOD�%LOJLQ·LQ�\XNDU×GD�GHùLQGLùLP�ROXPVX]�
JLGLüDW×�J|U�S��E|\OH�ELU�NRQVHSWOH�NRQX\D�\DNODüPDV×��KHP�LoHULGHQ��KHP�GH�G×üDU×GDQ�
EDNDELOPH�\HWLVLQL��FHVDUHWLQL�YH�|]J�YHQLQL�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU��%HQ�GH�´N�UDW|U�GHQHQ�
FDQDYDUµ�NRQVHSWOL�VHUJL\H��HOHüWLUHO�ELU�EDN×ü�Do×V×\OD�\DNODü×S��DW|O\H�RUWDP×QGD�oHNLO��
PLü�PRQRORJ�ELU�YLGHR�SHUIRUPDQV�LOH�NDW×O×\RUXP��9LGHRGD�GRùUXGDQ�L]OH\LFLOHUH�
VHVOHQHUHN��RQODU×Q��YDV×WDV×\OD�YH�LURQLN�ELU�\DNODü×POD�¶N�UDW|U�·�D\Dù×PD�oDù×UDUDN��
NHQGL�|]J�Q�LüOHULP�LOH�N�UDW|U�Q�EHQGHQ�WDOHS�HWWLùLQL�G�ü�QG�ù�P�LüOHUL�V×UD\OD�
HNUDQGD��NHQGLVLQH�J|VWHUHUHN���VDQDWo×Q×Q�KHU�]DPDQ�EDü�DNW|U�ROGXùXQX��VDQDWo×Q×Q�
|]J�UO�ù�QGHQ�YH�|]J�QO�ù�QGHQ�KLoELU�]DPDQ��WDYL]�YHUPH\HFHùLQL��N�UDW|U�Q�
LNWLGDU×Q×Q�GHùLO��VDQDWo×Q×Q�LNWLGDU×Q×Q�GDLP�RODFDù×Q×�V|\OHPOHULPOH�GLOH�JHWLUPHNWH\LP��

As is known, Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev who is in charge of the preparation of the 14th 
Istanbul Biennial that will take place in the 2015 Fall, announced in the past months that 
she won't be using the term "curator". As for us, this term increased its popularity in 
recent years. Apart from the freelance curators, even many artists attempted this curator 
business. Thus the adjective "curator" has become a concept that occupies the art 
community way too much. Particularly the curators who thinks of themselves as the 
leading players in our country ( I hereby exclude all the ones who do a good job) lead the 
way of a process that causes great noise while determining the themes, artists and work 
of the exhibitions. In addition, the favored attitude of this monster called curator while 
determining the artists does not escape from the attentions. In this regard, some person-
alities to whom are given the title of curatorship by some institutions, come to power in 
their own way and effect the young generation's art production explicitly. This ever reten- 
tion spirit of the power does not only manipulate the sense of art of the young generation 
but also influence the sense of art of the institution according to the changing economical 
and political conditions of the country. My reproach of monster curator is not just for the 
curators who work in institutions but applies to freelance curators and artists curators as 
well. Within this framework, in this period of time when this curator term is argued this 
much, this "The Monster Called Curator" exhibition that will take place in Siyah Beyaz 
Gallery, is a noteworthy and wise approach. The curator of the exhibition Senem Cagla 
Bilgin's approach to the subject with this kind of concept - considering the negative 
course of events mentioned above- shows her courage and self-confidence and also her 
competence to see things from both an external perspective and within. I'm participating 
this "Monster called Curator" themed exhibition with a monolog video performance that 
is shot in a workplace environment with a critical point of view. In the video I shout out to 
the audience directly, through them and with an ironic approach I call the curator into 
my presence by respectively showing herself my original work and what I think the 
curator demanded from me on the screen. I express that the artist is always the leading 
actor and the artist will never compromise for her freedom and originality and the 
curator is not the one who is in power but always the artist herself.
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7XùEHUN�6HOoXN·XQ�SHUIRUPDQV×�3ULQFHVV�6WHQGKDO��VDQDW�\DS×W×�YH�L]OH\LFL�LOLüNLVLQL�
SDURGLOHüWLUHUHN�SRVWPRGHUQ�VDQDW�WDQGDQVODU×Q×Q�\DUDWW×ù×�WRNVLN�GHQH\LPL�KHP�L]OH\LFL��
KHP�VDQDWo×�J|]�QGHQ�GHQH\LPOHU��6HOoXN��SHUIRUPDQV×QGD�VDQDWo×��N�UDW|U�LOLüNLVLQLQ�
WRSOXP�WDUDI×QGDQ�DOJ×ODQ×ü�ELoLPL�YH�EX�DOJ×\×�\DUDWDQ�VDQDW�SURIHV\RQHOOHULQH�NDUü×W�
J�QFHO�ELU�HOHüWLUL�JHWLULUHN��\DUDW×F×�V�UHFLQ�GHQH\LP�YH�DOJ×\D�GD\DQDQ�E�W�QO�ù�Q�Q�
oDùGDüODüW×U×OPD�\DQ×OVDPDV×�LOH�NLPOLNVL]OHüWLULOHPH\HFHùLQL�WDUW×üPD\D�DoDU�

The performance called Princess Stendhal experiences the toxic experiment that the 
postmodern art tendencies created by parodying the relationship of the art work and the 
audience in the eye of both the audience and the artist. Selçuk in his performance, by 
making an updated criticism opposed to professionals who create this perception and the 
way of this relationship of the curator and the artist is perceived, opens the integrity of the 
creation process that depends on the experience and perception up for discussion suggest-
ing that it cannot be disidentificated with the illusion of modernization.

TUGBERK SELÇUK



%X�VHUJL\OH�EHUDEHU��GDKD�|QFHNL�NLüLVHO�WHFU�EHOHULPLQ�GH�JHWLUGLùL�ELUWDN×P�ILNLUOHUOH�
N�UDW|U�NDYUDP×Q×�VRUJXODUNHQ��KDOD�\DQ×W×�EXODPDG×ù×P×�IDUN�HGL\RUXP��%XQXQ�WHPHOLQGH�
DVO×QGD�oRN�QHW�DNVDNO×N�YH�HNVLNOLNOHU�ROGXùXQX�V|\OH\HELOLULP��.�UDW|UOHULQ�NHQGLOHULQL�
\DQO×ü�ODQVH�HWPHOHUL�YH\D�HGLOPHOHUL��VDQDWo×�N�UDW|U�LOHWLüLPL�YH�\�]H\VHO�ELUWDN×P�
J|]OHPOHULQ�JHWLUGLùL�\DSD\�ELU�G�]OHP�

Together with this exhibition, while questioning the term "curator" with some of my ideas 
brought by my previous personal experiences, I realise that I still haven't find the answer. 
At the very bottom of this, I can say that there are in fact very clear problems and 
deficiencies. The inaccurate way that curators introduce themselves, or are introduced, is 
an artificial platform which is caused by some superficial observations and artist - 
curator communication.
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I never worked with a proper "curator" before in any of my exhibits. The closest I got to 
having a curator was the guidance and mentorship of Kerimcan Güleryüz, who is the 
owner and manager of The Empire Project, the gallery I am affiliated with in Istanbul.

The notion of a "curator" is new to Turkey. All around the world, but more so in this 
country, we see people with limited talent, limited knowledge but boundless ambitions 
stepping into this role with enthusiasm, resulting in strange phenomena such as shows 
with multiple curators and exhibits where the name(s) of the curators are more visible 
than those of the artists. I think this is a result of the "careerification" of the arts and art 
education. Not everybody has the talent, and those who nevertheless pay for the consider-
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Of course, this is not to say all curators are monsters, but a number of them nevertheless 
end up being strange and bothersome characters - Brain Eaters who take themselves too 
seriously.
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This city is ok. This song is not. The food is ok, but the film is not. The attire is nowhere 
near ok. The location is ok, the photography is not. The light is not ok, the text either. The 
exhibition is ok. Is this work ok? Are you? 
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"NAMAHAGE" is one of the gods in Japanese culture to scare children described as the 
devil, in other words the monster in Japanese culture. It is like the "öcü" term (Bogy) in 
our own culture. There is no image where we identify, shape or portray the Öcü. At the same 
time NAMAHAGE is the image of the devil-monster (Emoji) that we use in smart phones. 

In this work that I created, there are layers of paper (Posters) which are formed by gluing 
the concerts, festivals, films, in a word all art culture events in Berlin over and over and 
repeatedly. These layers constitutes the foundation of the work. The collage and serigraph 
that comes on top of it is the "Monster called Curator" that I bring together with my 
signature post-it notes.  I leave the interpretation part to the audience but there is one 
thing I know, and that is that all artists will perceive this work with a subtle smile on their 
faces. 
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"Dear artist Seçkin Pirim,

I picked you too for the exhibition "The Monster Called Curator" that will take place in 
Siyah Beyaz Art Gallery between the dates 10.04.2015 - 11.05.15. As an artist of our 
exhibition, I have a few requests from you. I would like a medium sized wall piece from 
you. However I would also like to see your laser cut papers in this wall piece. As you 
know, colour red is in demand nowadays and it is easy to sell. Additionally, I think that it 
will suit the exhibition as well. Therefore I prefer your piece to be red. It would not be ok if 
LW�LV�YHU\�UHG�DV�EORRG��RI�FRXUVH�¬�%HVLGHV�WKH�UHG��,�UHDOO\�OLNH�WKDW�VSHFLDO�EOXH�RI�\RXUV��
As a matter of course, how you are going to bring this together is up to your artistic 
creativity, as you would appreciate. 

You can find the contract in the attachment.
Hope to speak to you soon,
Best regards,
¬
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